PLEASE BE AWARE: Both Mail Shipment and Supply chain disruptions have caused product
shipments to be delayed for up to two weeks or more. Consider ordering a three months supply
now in order to prevent you from running out of essential items in the near future.

Hello everyone,
In honor to Luc Montagnier:
I am grateful that we had the opportunity to display Luc’s courage,
and the gift he was to all humanity, when we highlighted Luc’s
vision in our books Plague of Corruption and Ending Plague.
I actually had never met Prof. Luc Montagnier until March 3 2011,
when we both presented at a conference in Key West, Florida. I
spoke immediately after Luc gave this amazing talk on water; we
only now appreciate how far ahead of his time he always was, a lot
like Frank Ruscetti. I did not know then how much criticism he
endured. I was always grateful that, as I was trained, Luc simply
ignored the criticism and focused on the data. Luc led by example.
At that time, I was focused on our equally controversial data and
looked forward to the meeting he, Frank and I would have later that
evening in a windy cold tent. The three of us saw the looming
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threat to our children if we did not stop the inoculation of animal
and human viromes from contaminated cell lines that had been
used in the manufacture of vaccines for four decades. Luc vowed
then to help us and he honored that vow. As I reread Luc’s chapter
in Ending Plague, I see his discussion of the origins of HIV as this
weeks' news explodes with HIV in the vaccines.

Quoting Luc Montagnier in Ending Plague, page 232 print edition:
"Today, nine subtypes of the major group HIV-1 plus the new
subgroup HIV-O have been identified, but the list is far from
complete. It is therefore possible the virus existed in an endemic
state (that is, at a low level) on several continents before developing
into an epidemic.
If we grant that the virus had been present in humans for a long
time, in Africa and probably elsewhere, the question then arises as
to why the epidemic is so recent. Why, in just a few years, has the
same virus gone from being a sporadic infection to an explosive
epidemic?"

The answer, as I clearly see it now, is that the explosive epidemic is
because of the activation of HIV from the endogenous human
virome with each vaccination, which activates latent/dormant
viromes from past infections and vaccinations. I now appreciate
what we were discussing March 3 2011. The transmission of animal
and human viromes, contained in essentially every one of the 21st
century vaccines, by virtue of the growth of viral and microbial
antigens in those continuously growing “immortalized or
transformed cell lines, had in fact been ongoing “gain of function”
studies in vulnerable human populations.
We now know as a fact from this 2016 paper (Sep 24, 2016
- Standard vaccines increase HIV-1 transcription during
antiretroviral therapy) that even when HIV infected people are on
highly active antiviral therapy (HAART), ANY vaccination will result
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in the production of HIV and accelerate the development of AIDS.
Additionally, as Luc suggested, this results in the activation of our
endogenous virome, including our human endogenous retrovirus W
(which produces, Syncytin, the component of the spike protein of
SARS-Cov2), highly similar and therefor potentially cross reactive
with XMRVs contained in these cell lines used in the manufacture of
vaccines. Could this explain autoimmune responses if monkey or
cow or pig or dog or chicken Immunodeficiency viruses were
injected, therefore bypassing our endogenous (God Given) virome,
an alarm system of a dangerous invader that could damage or a
genome is present and signals innate immunity to clear the non-self
sequences before they get into the blood? We see this clearly in the
vaccine injuries and the very symptomology that is COVID. (IT
NEVER WAS A DISEASE CAUSED BY SARS-COV2. It was then
and is now VACCINE AEIDS.)
I realize how blessed I was to be able to discuss theories without
fear of humiliation and realize Luc's words then could have
prevented COVID and put an end to these Plagues of Corruption
we’ve endured for now 4 decades. I also realize the best way to
honor this amazing human being is to encourage each and every
scientist to emulate his courage and speak the truth of the data
regardless of the personal cost. Why? Because the solution is
simple. We must educate our immune systems to prevent and treat
infectious disease and cancer as God intended. This is the
definition of natural immunity. Simply avoid injgesting or injecting
genetically modified organisms (GMO, all vaccines are GMO)
Psalm 91. Abide in Him
Thanks Luc. Godspeed
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Product of the Week

Sunshine D3 5000 liquid

Buy now

From my newsletter last month on "Cardio Miracle" you know I am
a huge fan of taking advantage of synergies when it comes to food
and nutrients in my diet. "Cardio Miracle" replenishes the minerals
we do not get any longer from our depleted soil in which our grains
and vegetables grow. Nitric Oxide is produced in the endothelial
cells - the largest organ in the endocrine system. The messenger
molecule Nitric Oxide is responsible for mediating many vascular
complications and calms down inflammatory responses in the
body.

Watch Dr Judy's talk on Womans Health
on the Cardio Miracle Webinar Feb 24, 2022

Another important modulator of the endocrine system is Vitamin D.
It is in fact a hormone rather than a Vitamin and, also known as D3
or cholecalciferol-D3, controls roughly 300 immune reactions. Now
today, 35% of adults in the United States are Vitamin D deficient,
as many people aren’t spending ample amount of time outdoors
anymore.
(Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK532266/)
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I combine a product called Sunshine D3 5000 liquid with "Cardio
Miracle” and nutritional frontiers ProLean Greens in one tall glass
of clean mineral water every morning to start my day oﬀ on the
right foot. After consuming this nutrient rich breakfast I can rest
assured, I have my nutritional bases covered for the most part and I
can relax about what I eat for the rest of the day.
Did you know that Vitamin D is an immune system modulator for
healthy T-cells and macrophage responses? Macrophages are the
clean-up crew who eat up anything that does not belong in your
precious body that could lead to infection or dysfunction. My PhD
Thesis in 1991 showed keeping the macrophage healthy prevented
development of AIDS in the HIV infected!
Be well!
All the best of health,
Judy A Mikovits, PhD
CEO DrJ Solution
therealdrJudy.com
plaguethebook.com

Video of the Week

Tea Time show on Children's
Health Defense TV on February
28, 2022
Dr Judy is the special guest in a
discussion including Ilana Rachel
Daniel from Israel.
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Dr Judy's Upcoming
Public Appearances

GUEST TALKS PAST & FUTURE
TheRealDrJudy.com
- March 7th, 2022 - The Alpha Warrior Show
- March 4th, 2022 - The Perfect Triangle show
The Great Dr Judy Mikovits Returns
- February 25, 2022 - Dr Judy speaks live with
the Corona Investigative Committee in
Germany
- February 24, 2022 - The Missing Link
- February 2, 2022 - America Unhinged: Guest
Host Ohio Brett
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Buy Now

Shop Cardio Miracle now. 15% off + free shipping!
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NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!

PS: You have probably seen other websites with my name and image
selling books and purporting my endorsement of supplements. These
sites are fake! They are profiting oﬀ the hard work that I spent decades
performing scientific research.
To get the REAL truth, bookmark these oﬃcial sites:
The Real Dr. Judy
Plague the Book
Thank you all so much for your support!
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